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What I will coverWhat I will cover

How the pilot was doneHow the pilot was done
What issues emergedWhat issues emerged
How they were responded toHow they were responded to
What lessons might be learnedWhat lessons might be learned
Within the Research Governance Within the Research Governance 
Framework principles and guidanceFramework principles and guidance



How was the pilot done?How was the pilot done?
In accordance with the minimum national In accordance with the minimum national 
requirement: photocopied questionnaire,by requirement: photocopied questionnaire,by 
post;2 post;2 mailshotsmailshots; no staff involved in distribution ; no staff involved in distribution 
of questionnaires or chasing;accompanying of questionnaires or chasing;accompanying 
letter by Directorletter by Director
Preceded by checks of accuracy of data base Preceded by checks of accuracy of data base 
entries (Care First) as appropriate to a mailing, entries (Care First) as appropriate to a mailing, 
via Care First staff and then a memo to named via Care First staff and then a memo to named 
social workers (or managers where no worker social workers (or managers where no worker 
named)named)
Within the same process,Within the same process,SWs SWs were asked to were asked to 
identify risk of harm to any person if identify risk of harm to any person if 
questionnaire receivedquestionnaire received



Issues: PracticalIssues: Practical

Inaccuracies and gaps in data base. One group Inaccuracies and gaps in data base. One group 
concerning historical one off referrals to concerning historical one off referrals to 
Emergency Duty; another the time lag in Emergency Duty; another the time lag in 
removing namesremoving names
Name and particularly address limitations for Name and particularly address limitations for 
postal purposes,especially out of city postal purposes,especially out of city 
placementsplacements
General lack of response from General lack of response from SWsSWs:some :some 
corrections received but often several days too corrections received but often several days too 
latelate
No risks identified,but one child address not on No risks identified,but one child address not on 
data base:questionnaire sent via SW, and data base:questionnaire sent via SW, and 
response received too late.response received too late.



Response to practical IssuesResponse to practical Issues

Inaccuracies and gaps in data base addressed Inaccuracies and gaps in data base addressed 
by checks with Royal Mailby checks with Royal Mail
Acknowledge that active period needs to be Acknowledge that active period needs to be 
longer than the 7 weeks of the pilot,with longer longer than the 7 weeks of the pilot,with longer 
intervals for responses.intervals for responses.
Note that the large majority of responses came Note that the large majority of responses came 
to the first to the first mailshotmailshot; relatively few from second ; relatively few from second ––
unlike adult surveysunlike adult surveys
Note low response rate from older young people Note low response rate from older young people 
16+ 16+ -- consider supplementary reminder systems consider supplementary reminder systems 
from specific afterfrom specific after--care sourcescare sources



Lessons 1Lessons 1
One third of sample were LAC, knew it and One third of sample were LAC, knew it and 
responded in a larger proportion than theresponded in a larger proportion than the
Two thirds categorised as Child Protection or Two thirds categorised as Child Protection or 
Family Support, and didn’t necessarily know itFamily Support, and didn’t necessarily know it
Some parents complained their children were Some parents complained their children were 
being contacted at all, and without parental being contacted at all, and without parental 
consentconsent
One parent reported distress of child at being One parent reported distress of child at being 
contactedcontacted
Such parents vetoing participation, in Such parents vetoing participation, in 
unknown numbers, may also have completed unknown numbers, may also have completed 
questionnairesquestionnaires



Lessons 2Lessons 2

Services received by CIN systematically Services received by CIN systematically 
different according to whether LAC or not: different according to whether LAC or not: 
value of aggregation?value of aggregation?
Most disabled children excluded,because Most disabled children excluded,because 
also having a learning disability. Group also having a learning disability. Group 
may need specific attention may need specific attention –– at a cost.at a cost.
Handful of respondents deleted IDs to Handful of respondents deleted IDs to 
preserve their anonymitypreserve their anonymity



Further Methodological/Ethical Further Methodological/Ethical 
IssuesIssues

Under the general duty of careUnder the general duty of care



Research governance PrinciplesResearch governance Principles

Dignity,Rights,Safety: of child and adult Dignity,Rights,Safety: of child and adult 
participantsparticipants
Science: independent expert reviewScience: independent expert review
Full & free access to research findingsFull & free access to research findings
Safety of researchersSafety of researchers
Financial probityFinancial probity



Final reflectionsFinal reflections

If doing it again, we would make a few changes If doing it again, we would make a few changes 
(costing more money! And taking more time) but (costing more money! And taking more time) but 
not fundamentally differentlynot fundamentally differently
The piloted questions have now been changed The piloted questions have now been changed 
in format, reflecting recognition of previous in format, reflecting recognition of previous 
leading and otherwise defective questionsleading and otherwise defective questions
Very limited use locally from openVery limited use locally from open--ended ended 
question on improvements question on improvements –– usually restatement usually restatement 
of opinionsof opinions
2005 Will be a large survey if previous 2005 Will be a large survey if previous 
prescriptions about response rates apply.prescriptions about response rates apply.
Value, in context?Value, in context?


